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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report (GWW)
Dear Global Watch Weekly (GWW) Member
Unfortunately one of the most incredible passages of scripture found in the revelation of the apostle
John, whilst he was held captive on the island of Patmos, has been robbed of its true heritage.
It is absolutely amazing that most people are lulled into believing that Pope Francis or some future
Pope (should time tarry) will be the fulfilment of the biblically mentioned last days False Prophet who
will accompany the Antichrist. Many teach that whereas the Antichrist will be a political leader the
False Prophet will be his religious leader.
We can clearly see that Pope Francis is making a massive push for ecumenical and global religious
unity. More so than previous popes. But does this make him the False Prophet?
Does Revelation 13 really talk about an interfaith agenda and a push for global religious unity?
Stop and think about this for a while. I know you will probably say we need to look at Revelation 17
because there it makes mention of a City of Seven Hills and is referring to Mystery Babylon religion
which according to Hislop’s “Two Babylons”, permeated the Roman Church during the time of
ancient Rome.
But that’s our point. Revelation 17 is talking about one thing and Revelation 13 is talking about
another.
We are literally amazed that the majority of people have fallen for the “Vatican/Pope is the
prophesied False Prophet” without actually evaluating whether this really makes scriptural sense.
In this edition of the Global Watch Weekly we are going to present a pretty strong argument against
this long assumed position and assert a minority position that the individual mentioned in Revelation
13:13 is not representing religion. Instead we believe he is representing occult technology or miracle
working advanced forms of technology that border on the supernatural.
We believe that this individual known as the False Prophet will actually be a technological leader.
But not just any technological leader like a Bill Gates or Steve Jobs.
Please ensure you read this whole edition. Do not jump to conclusions about what we are saying
until you read our position and read our arguments and understand why the long accepted majority
view has significant weaknesses in its position.
Maybe next time you see or hear someone talking about this topic you forward this edition to them
to help provide some insight that maybe they never considered.
Hope you enjoy.
Rema Marketing.

THE FALSE PROPHET OF REVELATION 13:13
THE FALSE PROPHET FEVER
In 2013 when Pope Ratzinger stepped down as
Pope to be replaced by Pope Francis, there were
several prominent Christian authors who
released books affirming that according to a
Catholic prophecy known as the prophecy of St
Malachy, that Pope Francis would the final pope
who would lead the Roman Catholic Church into
a time of great tribulation and apostasy.
Some of the authors (not all) then went on further
to claim that Pope Francis would be the
fulfillment of the prophesied False Prophet
mentioned several times in the apocalypse of
John.

However we find it strange that so many people
have jumped to the conclusion that the final pope
will be the False Prophet of Revelation 13. Whilst
we are not questioning the validity of St
Malachy’s prophecy of the succession of the
popes, it is certainly interesting to see the
sweeping fever across the internet assigning the
title of “False Prophet” to Pope Francis.
Note we are not arguing about Pope Francis
interfaith and ecumenical agenda which is clearly
obvious to see, but more arguing against the
belief that this then makes him the biblical False
Prophet referenced in Revelation 13.
I am going to repeat this again.
We are not arguing about Pope Francis interfaith
and ecumenical agenda which is clearly obvious
to see, but more arguing against the belief that
this then makes him the biblical False Prophet
referenced in Revelation 13.

So in this article Rema Marketing wanted to
explain to you from a biblical perspective the
origin of prophesied False Prophet. By the end of
this article you then have to make a decision as
to whether the mainstream position can really be
justified.
REVELATION 13: THE ORIGIN
Revelation 13 is one of the most profound bible
passages in the area of Bible Prophecy because
it identifies two characters that will play a
significant and influential role in a climatic phase
that precedes the literal Second Coming of
Christ.
“Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a beast
rising up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns,
[ and on his horns ten crowns, and on his heads a
blasphemous name. 2 Now the beast which I saw was like
a leopard, his feet were like the feet of a bear, and his
mouth like the mouth of a lion. The dragon gave him his
power, his throne, and great authority. 3 And I saw one of
his heads as if it had been mortally wounded, and his
deadly wound was healed. And all the world marveled and
followed the beast. 4 So they worshiped the dragon who
gave authority to the beast; and they worshiped the beast,
saying, “Who is like the beast? Who is able to even makes
fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight make
war with him?” 5 And he was given a mouth speaking great
things and blasphemies, and he was given authority to
continue for forty-two months.” Revelation 13:1-5

This first beast has been identified by many bible
prophecy researchers to be the coming
Antichrist, a one world dictator. There is debate
as to who he is and where he arises.
The historical and traditional belief is that he
arises out of the confines of the old Roman
Empire, which would be present day Europe or
some believe out of the Middle East or North
Africa which were also part of the old Roman
Empire. Still others believe he arises out of the
USA.
The 42 months of world control mentioned here
also ties into Daniel 7:25 which confirms that the
scale of this dictators seizure of global power will
be a “time, times and half a time” which is the old
King James English for simply saying 3 1/2 years
which equates to 42 months.
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For the purposes of this report it is Revelation
13:11 that becomes of even more interest
because it introduces a second person.
“11 Then I saw another beast coming up out of the earth,
and he had two horns like a lamb and spoke like a dragon.
12 And he exercises all the authority of the first beast in
his presence, and causes the earth and those who dwell
in it to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was
healed. 13 He performs great signs, so that he even
makes fire come down from heaven on the earth in the
sight of men. 14 And he deceives those who dwell on the
earth by those signs which he was granted to do in the
sight of the beast, telling those who dwell on the earth to
make an image to the beast who was wounded by the
sword and lived. 15 He was granted power to give breath to
the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should
both speak and cause as many as would not worship the
image of the beast to be killed. 16 He causes all, both small
and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark
on their right hand or on their foreheads, 17 and that no
one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18 Here is
wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the
number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His
number is 666.” Revelation 13:11 - 18.

CREATION OF A NEW FINANCIAL SYSTEM
The third role of this individual is that he is also
involved in the creation of a financial system
which involves the world population being
marked with some form of technological device
that can be scanned in order for the population to
be able to buy or sell. This could allude to the
existing technology of microchip implants or
tattoos. (Verses 16-17)

There are a number of interesting observations to
be made here which really give clarity around
who this person is and his agenda.
WORSHIP OF THE ANTICHRIST
Firstly this individual’s primary purpose through
the power of the supernatural or advanced
technology is to captivate the earth masses so
that they worship not him but the first beast
associated as the Antichrist. IMPORTANT POINT
(Verses 12-13).
CREATION OF THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST
Secondly this individuals role is to lead the
creation of an image of the Antichrist. From a
high level perspective we believe it could be
some form of avatar coinciding with what is
known as the Singularity. A time where mankind
achieves a breakthrough in the ability to transfer
consciousness from one body to a host donor.
The ultimate aim of the transhumanist agenda.
The scripture states that the image actually
speaks and causes the world to be astonished in
seeing that a replica of the Antichrist actually has
consciousness. (Verses 14-15).

The combination of these three objectives is one
of the reasons why some researchers believe he
is actually more of a technology leader (rather
than a religious leader), who by possibly
combining the supernatural with advanced forms
of technology is able to create platforms,
processes and scenarios that literally baffle the
intellectual mind.
However his title as the False Prophet is not
mentioned until Revelation 16:13, Revelation
19:20 and Revelation 20:10 which clearly identify
that the two beasts mentioned in Revelation 13:1
and Revelation 13:13 are individuals because of
the personal pronouns attached in all these
passages as you will now see.
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“And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the
mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast,
and out of the mouth of the false prophet.” Revelation
16:13.
“And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet
that wrought miracles before him, with which he deceived
them that had received the mark of the beast, and them
that worshipped his image. These both were cast alive into
a lake of fire burning with brimstone.” Revelation 19:20.

“9 “Here is the mind which has wisdom: The seven heads
are seven mountains on which the woman sits.” Revelation
17:9

The seven hills of Rome (east of the river Tiber)
form the geographical heart of Rome, within the
walls of the ancient city. The seven hills are:

Aventine Hill (Latin, Aventinus; Italian, Aventino)
Caelian Hill (Caelius, Celio), Capitoline Hill
Campidoglio)
Esquiline
Hill
“And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of (Capitolium,
fire and brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet (Esquilinus, Esquilino) Palatine Hill (Palatinus,
are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and Palatino) Quirinal Hill (Quirinalis, Quirinale) and
ever.” Revelation 20:10
Viminal Hill (Viminalis, Viminale)
What is pretty important for you to understand
here is that the False Prophet and the Antichrist
work together and are cast into hell together
where they are joined at a later time by Satan
himself. Satan, the Antichrist and the False
Prophet are essentially a satanic trinity.
THE STRUGGLE FOR WORLD POWER

At this juncture I would like to add that there are
other views on this. Some believe this woman
symbolizes Islam and others believe it represents
Jerusalem etc. However whilst we may disagree
on the specifics, it is safe to say we would all be
in agreement that this harlot symbolizes a final
prophetic form of apostate Babylonian religion.

Hopefully you have followed us so far because
this next section is really where the rubber hits
the road.

What is more significant is that the woman
symbolizing this religious power is sitting on the
same beast already mentioned in Revelation 13.

Revelation 13 has described the Antichrist as
being a world leader and the False Prophet as a
technology leader. However Johns vision in
Revelation 17 then introduces a new power
which is an ecclesiastical religious power known
as “Mystery Babylon”.

“So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of
names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.”
Revelation 17:3

“And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast which was
full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten
horns. 4 The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and
adorned with gold and precious stones and pearls, having
in her hand a golden cup full of abominations and the
filthiness of her fornication. 5 And on her forehead a name
was written: MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS
OF THE EARTH.” Revelation 17:3 -5

Mystery Babylon is the name given to an entity
that has remained in existence for thousands of
years since the days of Nimrod and his wife
Semiramis. Whilst for centuries appearing in
many forms and guises across the world
religions, this spirit in the last days also appears
in a physical and ecclesiastical form residing in a
city known as the city of seven hills, Rome.

“And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast
rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns,
and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the
name of blasphemy.” Revelation 13:1

In Revelation 13 the woman is conspicuously
absent but in Revelation 17 it is clear she has
some relationship with the first beast of
Revelation 13 identified as the Antichrist and his
global empire.
In order to understand the full implications of this
it would be useful to make reference to a
publication that was released in 1990 by former
Jesuit, Malachi Martin called the “The Keys of
this Blood”. This book is one of the greatest
publications to expose the significant power
struggle taking place within the Vatican as a
wave of liberal bishops seek to uproot the
Catholic Church from its Orthodox heritage in
.
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seeking to propel the Church forward as a
dominant power on the changing world scene.

lets break it down.
Verse 15: states that the power of the harlot at
this specific point in time is truly and fully global
because of her geographical reach.
Verse 16: The ten kingdoms which form the
power base of the Antichrist political kingdom will
turn against the harlot and destroy her.
The reason why? See verse 17.

A main objective put forward by Martin was that
the Vatican in the early 1990s was bracing itself
for a geopolitical struggle with Russia and the
United States for control of the new world order.
If one was to look at the influence of the Vatican
today you would be astonished at the level of
control and influence they have on the world
scene. Not only is the Vatican colluding with the
Franco German ideology of creating a Holy
Catholic Roman Empire through the apparatus of
the European Union but the Vatican is a
significant geopolitical in Central and South
America giving it full and unlimited access to two
massive trading blocs (Europe and Latin
America) as well as holding a significant foothold
in parts of Africa and Asia.
Revelation 17 describes that this religious entity
symbolized as a harlot is supported by the
Antichrist and his political kingdom in a mutual
relationship but then in Revelation 17:15-18
something startling happens.

Verse 17: Because they decide to unite their
resources, support and agendas 100% with the
Antichrist. Up until this time these ten kingdoms
are supporting both the Antichrist and the
religious harlot system but there comes a point
where they decide to destroy the harlot as a
means of confirming their absolute surrendering
of power and control to the Antichrist.
“12 The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have
received no kingdom as yet, but they receive authority for
one hour as kings with the beast. These are of one mind,
and they will give their power and authority to the beast. “
Revelation 17: 12-13

Verse 18: This verse then confirms that the harlot
represents a City which up until the time of its
destruction was ruling over the kings of the earth.
Not a country or nation but a City.
ST MALACHY TIES IN WITH REVELATION 17
Now look at St Malachy’s prophecy.
"In the final persecution of the Holy Roman Church there
will reign Peter the Roman, who will feed his flock amid
many tribulations, after which the seven- hilled city will be
destroyed and the dreadful Judge will judge the people.
The End."

The prophecy of St
Malachy
also
“15 Then he said to me, “The waters which you saw, where
suggests that Rome
the harlot sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations, and
will be destroyed.
tongues. 16 And the ten horns which you saw on the beast,
Also note that the
these will hate the harlot, make her desolate and naked,
judge in this prophecy
eat her flesh and burn her with fire. 17 For God has put it
into their hearts to fulfill His purpose, to be of one mind,
could be in reference
and to give their kingdom to the beast, until the words of
to
the
biblical
God are fulfilled. 18 And the woman whom you saw is that
Antichrist who takes
great city which reigns over the kings of the earth.”
full world control after
Revelation 17:15-18
the religious power is removed or it could be in
This is an incredible piece of biblical prophecy so reference to the coming of Jesus Christ which
7
A DESTRUCTIVE ENDING
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marks the end of all things shortly after the
destruction of Rome.
It is important to add the prophecy of St Malachy
cannot be treated as scripture and we do not
need St Malachy’s “prophecy of the popes” to
justify Revelation 17. However if we assume
there is some credibility to St Malachy’s
“prophecy of the popes” (yes we know the history
and the forgery that took place with parts of the
original document) because of the accurate
predictions over the last several hundred years of
the more recent popes (after the forgery of the
earlier historical succession of popes) then we
could make the following statements.
1. Firstly the final pope known as Peter the
Roman or Petrus Romanus could never be the
False Prophet as this marks a significant
contradiction where the Antichrist would turn
against the False Prophet. Remember we have
already earlier provided significant biblical
evidence that the Antichrist and the False
Prophet work together. The emergence of the
False Prophet is not to take over a religious
structure but to direct worship towards the
Antichrist and his image (not to himself as some
claim about the papacy).

harlot of Revelation 17 which is a representation
of a religious system which we believe to be
Rome (but as previously stated some believe it is
Islam or apostate Israel). The only link between
Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 is that the harlot
is supported by the same political kingdoms that
are the core of the Antichrist new world order as
we see a reference to a beast with ten heads and
seven horns in both Revelation 13 and
Revelation 17.
These three points are so clear that we simply
cannot understand why reputable authors and
bible
prophecy
teachers
are
carelessly
associating the False Prophet as the leader of
Mystery Babylon when the Antichrist then seeks
to destroy Mystery Babylon.
The Antichrist cannot turn against the False
Prophet because they are both part of the
Satanic Trinity. Furthermore for those who use St
Malachy’s prophecy to justify the Pope as the
False Prophet, the prophecy clearly shows that
this final Pope (Peter the Roman) is there till the
very end, supporting and offering comfort to the
millions under his leadership during traumatic
times.

2. Secondly, St Malachy says that whilst the
Roman Catholic Church undergoes persecution
that leads to its final destruction, that Peter the
Roman will continue to be a shepherd and icon of
comfort and hope to the millions of people under
his leadership. This conveys a leader who still
tries to lead despite realizing that the power he
has is coming to a catastrophic end. This in no
way denotes someone who is false and is turning
against the very structure he is leading.
However we will also assert that conveying Peter
the Roman as one who cares about his people
does not mean that we are saying he will be a
leader of Christian truth. The bible calls the harlot
in Revelation “Mystery Babylon” indicating that
the heart of its ideology is false and deceptive.
3. Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 are referring
to different individual powers. The False Prophet
in Revelation 13 has no biblical linkage to the

Correlating St Malachy’s prophecy with the book
of Revelation clearly dispels the thousands of
articles and websites that have jumped on the
bandwagon of Peter the Roman being the
prophesied False Prophet. According to St
Malachy, the final pope "Peter Romanus" would
actually be the defender of the church.
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A TECHNOLOGY LEADER
In Old Testament times the purpose of the
prophet was to affirm the sovereignty of the
King and provide revelation to assist the
leadership of the King.
In Revelation 13 we see that the key aim of
the False Prophet is to direct attention, focus and
worship to the Antichrist. This is done through
technology. But no ordinary technology.
But we also have to bear in mind that he will not
just be another Bill Gates or Steve Jobs.
Revelation 16:13-14 confirms he will not just be
an ordinary man but a man heavily linked to the
supernatural.
“13 And I saw three unclean spirits that looked like frogs,
coming from the mouths of the dragon, the beast, and the
false prophet.14 These are demonic spirits that perform
signs and go out to all the kings of the earth, to assemble
them for battle on the great day of God, the Almighty.”

Producing incredible phenomena such as calling
down fire from heaven (Revelation 13:13-14),
creating some form of artificial intelligence
(Revelation 13:14-15) and the creation of a global
financial world system which will incorporate
tracking technology embedded within the body of
those who go ahead with it. (Revelation 13:1617). All 3 key functions scream technology do
they not?
CONTEXTUALIZING THE POSITION OF JOHN
It’s probably key here
to contextualize the
revelations of John in
the fact that being
thrust thousands of
years into the future, he
would not have been
able to differentiate the
difference
between
what would be deemed
to be the supernatural in contrast to what we
see as advanced technology.
Whilst there is a very thin boundary between
the occult and advanced technology it is
important to note that John’s frame of reference

for understanding who the False Prophet was
would have naturally been akin to seeing him as
a religious figure like the prophets of Baal rather
than a leader of technology.
Certainly what John saw in his vision had no
association with the Roman engineers who
created the Coliseum in Rome or created
weapons for the Roman legions to crush and
dominate.
Therefore we would not expect John to speak of
him as a technology leader, yet in our modern
world with all the incredible technological and
scientific developments, we can clearly see the
modern developments which naturally fulfil all the
functions of the false prophet.
Calling down fire from heaven (holographic
technology?)
Creating
an
image
that
can
(nanotechnology/artificial intelligence?)

speak

Creating a world financial system that enslaves
everyone (RFID microchip, electronic tattoos etc.)
Maybe, just maybe, instead of thinking that the
False Prophet will be a man of the cloth emerging
from a religious institution, we should be looking
for a man in a suit emerging from the technology
and banking sector with the credentials to
unite and synergize 3 forms of technology for the
sole purpose of enslaving mankind and propelling
the man of sin?
What do you think?
As to what we think of Pope Francis and his
interfaith agenda. Yes that most definitely is
contributing to the emergence of Mystery
Babylon in Revelation 17 as a revival of an
ecclesiastical spirit whose geopolitical base of
power we believe will be Rome.
But this piggy backing of the final stages of one
world government will be temporary as God will
use the very same entity she is riding to turn
against and destroy her as his way of affirming
judgement on an institution which has been guilty
of crimes for many centuries.
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